THE ULTIMATE

Gaming Monitor

Guide

Monitors made for gaming
With such a variety of PC monitors to chose from, it can be difficult to know what monitor is best. We have done the hard
work for you; examining resolutions, refresh rates, response time, screen size, adaptive syncs and panel technology to find
the best monitors for you.

AWARD
WINNING

34GK950F

34GK950G

32GK850G

32GK850F

Experience true colours with Nano IPS, VESA DisplayHDR™
400 and a more stable gameplay with 144Hz, 1ms MBR
Radeon FreeSync 2.

G-SYNC and this monitor’s high refresh rate of 120Hz eliminates
tearing and stuttering. Also, DCI-P3 98% with Nano IPS promises
even more detailed colours.

Immerse yourself in a screen with accurate colour creating
a vivid and visual gaming experience with QHD (2650x1440)
as well as G-Sync technology.

Enjoy flawless gaming graphics through 32GK850F, with a more
detailed screen quality via HDR, transforming SDR content into
HDR quality.

34” QHD display with FreeSync

34” UltraWide Curved monitor with G-Sync

32” QHD monitor with G-Sync

32” QHD display with FreeSync Technology

G2530HSU-B1

GB2760QSU-B1

This monitors AMD FreeSync technology and 1ms fast response
time provide an ultra-smooth gameplay. Customisable,
gamers can choose from predefined gaming modes or
set and memorize your own settings.

Enjoy smooth, blur and judder free graphics with this monitor’s
rapid refresh rate of 144Hz and FreeSync technology. Customisable,
gamers can choose from predefined gaming modes or set and
memorize your own settings.

24.5” Full HD LED display with FreeSync

22”

24.5”
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27”
**

24.5”

27”

27” WQHD display with FreeSync

24.5”

27”

Contact your Account Manager now!
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